THE LENDING CRISIS: SUBPRIME TO MELTDOWN-A GOVERNANCE FAILURE?
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2008
THE UNION LEAGUE OF PHILADELPHIA

The worldwide impact of the collapse of the subprime-mortgage market threatens to place the global economy into a worldwide recession. What is the current Evidence regarding the role of the board? Did existing corporate governance practices fail? What are the perspectives of key industry leaders and regulators?

Agenda
7:30 am 8:00 am Breakfast
8:00 am—9:00 am Program and Q&A

SPEAKERS

William W. Lang. Vice President and Chief Examinations Officer of Supervision, Regulation and Credit, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia.

William W. Lang is Vice President and Chief Examinations Officer in the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia’s Supervision, Regulation and Credit department. He oversees the department’s examinations and professional development staff. Dr. Lang came to the Philadelphia Fed in 2002 to build the Retail Risk Analysis which is responsible for advancing the Federal Reserve System’s efforts to implement Basel II for retail credit and for supervising advanced quantitative approaches for managing consumer credit risk.

Joseph V. Rizzi. Investment Strategist, CapGen Financial

For 24 years before joining CapGen, Mr. Rizzi was a member of the ABN AMRO Group or its U.S. affiliate, LaSalle Bank. He most recently served as Managing Director of LaSalle Bank Corporation’s Enterprise Risk Management unit for North America. During his tenure with the ABN AMRO Group, Mr. Rizzi worked in several areas of the company. He began his career there with Secured Lending and Leasing and then joined the Corporate Banking group. From 1986 through 2000, he was a leading member of the Strategic Planning, Structured Finance or Leveraged Finance teams located in Chicago.

Moderator
Dr. Ralph A. Walkling. Stratakis Chair In Corporate Governance, Executive Director, Lebow College of Business Center for Corporate Governance

Dr. Ralph A. Walkling is widely regarded in academic circles as one of the nation’s leading scholars in corporate governance research and is published in the most prestigious journals relating to this topic. He is also the past president of Financial Management Association, an organization of over 7,500 academicians and practitioners.

Registration—$25 per person

Registration MUST be made via:
For questions please contact
Tamika Washington
(215) 895-4920 or CorpGov@Drexel.edu